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At collision energies above 1 eV an insertion mechanism is shown to dominate in the hydrogen exchange reaction. The cone 
of acceptance for reaction is found to be made up of an inner cone (Le., for more nearly collinear collisions) where exchange 
proceeds by abstraction and an outer spherical sector where the mechanism is by insertion. The cross section for reaction, 
computed by classical trajectories, declines at energies above ca. 1 eV due to a recrossing of the transition state after a collision 
with an inner hard core. Thus, while the barrier to insertion is higher, this mechanism dominates for such hot H atoms 
as are currently available from photodissociation. For the H + HD reaction with rotationally cold HD, the cone of acceptance 
about the D atom is significantly wider. 

The hydrogen exchange reaction] is usually assumed to proceed 
via preferentially nearly collinear collisions. Recently, there has 
been considerable progress in the study of the dynamics of this 
reaction using translationally “hot” H atoms produced by pho- 
tod i~soc ia t ion .~-~  Examination of the potential energy surface 
for the H3. system’ suggested to us that, for hot H atoms, the 
reaction will also proceed by insertion. By this we mean that the 
attacking H atom inserts between the two initially bound atoms 
while these two move apart to accommodate the incident atom. 
The transition state is then an equilateral triangle with the inserting 
atom a t  its apex. The purpose of this letter is to present the 
argument using the ab-initio potential energy surface’ and then 
to demonstrate that dynamical (classical trajectory) computations 
lead to the same conclusion. 

The most direct experimental test that we could find is as 
follows. For exchange reactions with H D  which are not collinearly 
dominated, one expects that ejection of the H atom will be pre- 
ferred.6,7 That is, in an X + H D  reaction, H D  will be the 
preferential product. Trajectory computations for H + H D  do 
show an H D / H 2  branching ratio above unity (cf. Figure 4) for 
hot H atoms. 

T o  consider the static steric requirements of simple exchange 
reactions it proves convenient to examine the recently introduced* 
“reaction surface”. This representation of the potential energy 
hypersurface is similar to the familiar “polar” representation’ with 
one key difference. In the usual polar plot the (old) bond distance 
is held constant and one plots the potential energy as a function 
of the distance and angle of orientation of the incident atom. The 
problem is that upon changing the (old) bond distance it is nec- 
essary to make a new plot and there can be significant and even 
qualitative changes in the shape of the resulting surface.]’ Hence, 
we proceed as follows. The old bond is placed (as in the ordinary 
polar plot) along the x axis. Then the incident atom is placed 
a t  a given distance (from the diatomic center of mass) and given 
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orientation angle with respect to the x axis. Now comes the new 
step: the (old) bond distance is varied until the minimal value 
of the potential energy is obtained. This minimal value is the one 
used in the plot. In other words, the plot shows the potential energy 
of the system when the old bond is allowed to fully adjust to the 
presence of the incident atom a t  a given distance and orientation. 

One is quite familiar with the plot of the potential energy along 
the reaction path.9 The reaction surface is essentially a gener- 
alization to two dimensions. 

Figure 1 shows the results obtained in this fashion for the H, 
system. Examination of the potential energy shows clearly the 
angle-dependent barrier to reaction, lowest for a collinear attack 
and rapidly increasing with angle.5~” This is one advantage of 
this new representation. Neither the angular shape of the barrier 
nor its height are evident in a standard polar plot. A second new 
feature is the shape of the inner core of the potential, and this 
is the subject of the present paper. Rather than a repulsive, 
impenetrable central core (or “tree trunk”) of the usual polar plot, 
one sees that when the (old) bond distance is allowed to relax-the 
energy actually goes down upon insertion. All it takes is enough 
translation to overcome the barrier for a sideways attack. If that 
energy is available, insertion is clearly possible. In other words, 
when the attacking atom is energetically able to push apart the 
two originally bound atoms and insert itself, the energy is lowered. 
There is a barrier to insertion rather than a monotonic increase 
of the potential energy as the incident H atom approached H 2  
from the side. 

To verify the proposed interpretation we show also the (old) 
bond distance, at the minimal potential energy, for fixed distance 
and orientation angle of the incident atom, Figure 1 b. As is very 
evident, there are three quite distinct regions. About each H atom 
of H, there is a cone of acceptance (with an opening angle of about 
60’) where the H, bond is compressed upon the crossing of the 
barrier. For a sideways approach of H to H 2  there is considerable 
extension of the H-H bond upon crossing of the barrier to reaction. 

Comparing the two panels of Figure 1 (which are drawn to the 
same scale) shows clearly that the onset of either the compression 
or the elongation of the bond correlates with the crossing of the 
barrier to reaction. As is also evident, the two regimes remain 
quite distinct also well past the barrier. It should also be noted 
that, by symmetry, there are  two equivalent, isoenergetic, con- 
figurations one where the “old” bond is short and the “new” bond 
long and the other one complementary to it. Hence compression 
corresponds to abstraction. 

Finally we note another aspect suggested by the potential, 
Figure la .  For the abstraction route, such trajectories which have 
enough energy to easily cross the barrier will proceed to hit the 
steeply repulsive inner core. They can therefore rebound, recross 
the barrier in the opposite direction, and thus end up as non- 
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Figure 1. Reaction surface for the H, system. Shown is (a, top) the 
minimal potential energy and (b. bottom) the H-H bond distance for a 
given H atom separation from the H-H center of mass and a given 
orientation. Both plots are on a grid of 12x12 points (adjacent points 
are 0.1 au apart). In plot a the potential is truncated at 0.1 au. In plot 
b the vertical distance scale is such that the plateau is at the H2 equi- 
librium distance and the maximal value shown is 5.1 au. 

reactive. Less so for sideways attack. To be sure, the barrier for 
reaction by insertion is higher hut most of those trajectories that  
have enough translational energy to surmount it will not encounter 
a repulsive potential to be reflected by. Hence the probability 
for reaction is higher by the insertion mechanism a t  such energies 
(say > I  eV) where the barrier is not a handicap. 

The qualitative conclusions based on examination of the po- 
tential can be made quantitative by computing crass sections by 
the method of classical trajectories.” The initial conditions were 
as follows: the angle 8 between the bond direction of the molecule 
and initial direction of the relative velocity was confined to the 
range 0 to r/2 (or r/2 t o n )  and all other initial conditions were 
selected as  usual. For each trajectory, the value of the angle y 
between the distance of the incident atom to the near atom of the 
diatomic and the bond direction (cf. Figure 2) a t  the point of 
crossing the barrier was noted. The restriction on the range of 
8 means that the trajectories correspond to the incident atom 
approaching within a given (left or right) hemisphere and enable  
us to speak of the initially “near” and “far” atoms of the diatomic. 
There are then four possible mechanisms for an A + BC collision. 
(i) A approaches from the B side and abstracts to form AB. (ii) 
A approaches sideways and inserts to form AB. (iii) Ditto, but 
to form AC. (iv) A starts the collision from the B side but crosses 
the barrier a t  the C side to form A C  by abstraction. Despite 
excellent statistics (e.& up to 2oooO trajectories a t  a given energy), 
there were practically no reactive collisions (<O.I%) of the fourth 
type. A small fraction (as shown in the figure) did react by an 
insertion followed by exit with the initially far atom, Le., the third 
mechanism. Above ca. 1 eV (see also Figure 3) insertion tends 
to dominate. 

We have verified that when 0 is allowed to vary over its entire 
range, but the definition of y is carefully adhered to, the results 
of Figure 2 remain unchanged, as  they should. Restricting the 
range of 0 is purely for computational convenience. 

As is quite evident from the figure. the contribution of the 
abstraction mechanism to the reaction cross section (given by the 
area under the da /d  cos y vs. cos y curve) declines past I eV, 
where reaction by insertion becomes the dominant mechanism. 
A summary of the computed energy dependence of the reaction 
cross section (for rotationally cold reagents) is given in Figure 
3. 

The classical trajeaories were followed well into the exit valley 
so that various final state attributes could be computed. The 
expected differences between the two types of mechanisms could 
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Figure 2. The reaction cross section (in atomic units) for the H + 
oriented D, reaction. D, is rotationally cold and in the u = 0 vibrational 
state. y is the angle of the H atom distance to the nearer D atom and 
the D2 bond, Ail the events shown correspond to trajectories such that 
the initial value of cos B is in the interval from - I  to 0, where 0 is the 
initial angle of the D, bond with respect to therelative velocity. In other 
words. al l  the collisions shown correspond to H approaching from the 
right hemisphere of D,. The solid line is dr/d MS y for all these tra- 
jectories The contribution by those reactive collisions which proceed by 
abstraction is shown by the dash-dot line. At ET = 0.55 eV essentially 
all reaactive collisions are nearly collinear.” The dashed line shows the 
contribution of those collisions which proceed by insertion and reaction 
with the -near” D atom. The dotted line is for insertion and reaction with 
the ‘far” D atom. 
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Figure 3. Reaction cross section for H + D2 vs. initial translational 
energy, All other details as in Figure 2. 

all be demonstrated. For example, insertion leads to preferential 
sideways scattering of the products. The  shift in the angular 
distribution for reactive scattering from backward to sideways 
scattering as the collision energy is increased” is thus interpreted 
by us as  reflecting a change in the mechanism. W e  are  so far 
unable, however, to provide a sharp test for an experimental 
demonstration of the presence of both mechanisms for homonu- 
clear reagents. Trajectories were therefore also run for the H + 
H D  reaction. Our  result shown in Figure 4 is that, using hot H 
atoms, reactive formatin of H D  is significantly more probable than 
that of Hz. This is consistent with the conventional wisdom that 
an insertion reaction with H D  will lead preferentially to an H atom 
ejection. 
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Figure 4. The HD/H, branching ratio in the H + HD reaction vs. the 
initial translational energy. The error bars are one standard deviation 
reflecting the finite number of trajectories (24000 per point) used. 

Early  experiment^'^.'^ with hot T atoms are in agreement with 
the trend reported in Figure 4. For T atoms produced by pho- 
tolysis of DBr a t  185 nm the TD/TH branching ratio isI4 1.4 while 
it isI5 1.6 for possibly hotter T atoms produced in nuclear recoil. 
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A direct determination16 for H + H D  yields a branching ratio 
of 1.87 f 0.1 for H atoms with an initial kinetic energy of 2.87 
eV. 

Examination of a novel representation of the potential energy 
surface leads us to the conclusion that there is “structure” within 
the cone of acceptance for reaction. The implications were fol- 
lowed by a Monte Carlo trajectory computation. In one important 
respect, however, the use of classical dynamics is somewhat ov- 
erconvincing. Experimentally one cannot hope to orient the 
reagents as well as is allowed by classical mechanics. Particularly 
for the lower rotational states there is a considerable (quantal) 
spread in the orientation even for a sharply selected j,m, state. 
The features shown in Figure 1 have also been noted by us in many 
other systems and we are therefore looking for a simple system 
where the collinear and sideways attack are more sharply separated 
(as they apparently are” in NO + 03).  
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Evidence is presented to support the observation by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) of nitroxide radicals formed 
by intermolecular coupling during the thermal decomposition of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) alone and during thermolysis 
of TNT in the presence of hexamethylbenzene (HMB) or perdeuteriohexamethylbenzene (HMB-d18). Similar results are 
reported for the thermal reaction of 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene (TNB) with HMB, HMB-d18, and TNT. A reaction mechanism 
is proposed. An unidentified nitroxide radical has been separated chromatographically from TNT thermolysis products. 

Many of the explosives and propellants used for commercial 
and defense applications incorporate 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) 
as a major component of the formulation. The thermal decom- 
position of TNT has important implications for the stability and 
reliability of such materials. 

A number of workers have reported electron paramagnetic 
resonance (EPR) spectra of free radicals formed during photolysis’ 
and thermolysis* of T N T .  EPR spectra obtained during in situ 
thermolysis are generally characterized by low signal-to-noise ratios 
and varying degrees of asymmetry, indicating the presence of more 
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than one radical species, as shown in Figure l a .  A variety of 
structures have been postulated to account for the observed EPR 
spectra. Likewise, a panoply of diamagnetic materials have been 
isolated and identified from TNT photochemical3 and thermolytic 
 reaction^.^ 

In addition to the two species clearly evident in Figure l a  (one 
with extensive hyperfine structure and another broad spectral line 
devoid of structure), we have also noted marked variations in the 
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